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The struggle between Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama to make history as either the first woman or first African-American president resurrects the unfortunate historic battle between sex and race. The current debate presents striking parallels to the battle for voting rights after the Civil War when infighting between abolitionists over race and sex created deep separatism that pitted allies against each other and diluted their political strength. The potential fallout from this false dichotomy today threatens political credibility and social justice and demands a rethinking of the alleged opposition.

In the late nineteenth century, the debate over the constitutional right to vote became a clash of race versus sex. Women’s rights leaders, most notably Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, battled black men for the right to vote.
Rather than unifying against the shared concern of the white male monopolization of political power and legal rights, the representatives of the disenfranchised classes fought each other to obtain rights first.

It began with the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, ratified in 1868, which precluded the rights of women voters by expressly penalizing states that improperly excluded male citizens from voting.² This subordination of women’s rights continued in the debate over the Fifteenth Amendment when civil rights leaders abandoned the universal suffrage platform of voting rights for all citizens, temporarily advanced in 1866 by the combined forces of feminists and abolitionists, in favor of prioritized rights for black men. Frederick Douglass, previously one of the staunchest supporters of women’s suffrage, rejected the women’s issues as less urgent and asserted that the failure to grant strategic priority to
black male suffrage was a major betrayal of the former slave and constituted outright racism.\textsuperscript{3} Douglass insisted:

\begin{quote}
I must say I do not see how any one can pretend that there is the same urgency in giving the ballot to woman as to the negro. With us, the matter is a question of life and death, at least, in fifteen States of the Union. When women, because they are women, are hunted down through the cities of New York and New Orleans; when they are dragged from their houses and hung upon lamp-posts; when their children are torn from their arms, and their brains dashed out upon the pavement; when they are objects of outrage and insult at every turn; \ldots then they will have an urgency to obtain the ballot equal to our own.\textsuperscript{4}
\end{quote}

Douglass acknowledged that the same persecution was true for a black woman, “but not because she is a woman, but because she is black.”\textsuperscript{5}

Stanton had earlier taken up the cause of black women when abolitionists began narrowing their focus on the rights of black men: “May I ask just one question based upon the apparent opposition in which you place the negro and the woman? Do you believe the African race is composed entirely of males?”\textsuperscript{6} The women’s rights leaders tried to highlight the plight of black women to expose the erroneous opposition of race and gender. A
similar point was made one hundred years later by author and black activist bell hooks, who argued that the forced opposition between black power and women’s liberation ignored the reality of black women and unfairly narrowed the social and political debate.⁷

Women in the nineteenth century lost the battle for universal suffrage, and were told that it was the “Negro’s hour” and that they must wait patiently for their time to come (which would be fifty years later). Some women’s rights leaders, like Lucy Stone, eventually acquiesced, and split from the national organization for women’s rights. Others, like Stanton, refused to support a law that discriminated against women and granted preferential power to black men. As Phoebe Couzins, a law student and associate of Stanton’s proclaimed, “I repudiate the Fifteenth Amendment, because it asks me to acquiesce in an
assertion to which I utterly refuse to assent, i.e., the inferiority of women."  

Stanton’s entrenchment with women’s rights at the expense of racial equality, however, shows that being too zealous about a cause can condemn one’s place in history. This leading light of women’s rights at the national level for over half a century has been ostracized from history as modern interest faded following allegations of her racist remarks. Stanton’s use of racist and classist metaphors in her political rhetoric triggered strong condemnation in the hindsight of history. Historians have revealed documents demonstrating that Stanton resorted to vitriolic rhetoric in opposing the Fifteenth Amendment and what she called its “aristocracy of sex” as she sought to shock people into appreciating the consequences of excluding women from the vote. A frustrated Stanton strove to expose the depths of gender prejudice held by men, but
increasingly relied upon racist stereotypes to accomplish her purpose. She argued: “Think of Patrick and Sambo and Hans and Yung Tung who do not know the difference between a Monarchy and a Republic, who never read the Declaration of Independence . . . making laws for Lydia Maria Child, Lucretia Mott, or Fanny Kemble.” She stated: “For our part, we prefer Bridget and Dinah at the ballot-box to Patrick and Sambo, though, . . . we believe in equal rights to all, irrespective of sex or color.”

Stanton reacted strongly to the position of anti-slavery leaders like Wendell Phillips that this was “the Negro’s hour” and that women’s suffrage would have to wait:

The black man is still, in a political point of view, far above the educated white women in this country. The representative women of the nation have done their uttermost for the last thirty years to secure freedom for the negro, and so long as he was lowest in the scale of being we were willing to press his claims; but now, as the celestial gate to civil rights is slowly moving on its hinges, it becomes a serious question whether we had better stand aside and see “Sambo” walk into the kingdom first. . . . If the two millions of Southern black women are not to be secured in their rights of person, property, wages, and children, their emancipation is but another form of slavery. In fact, it is better to be the slave of an
educated white man, than of a degraded, ignorant black one.\textsuperscript{14}

This quote by Stanton appears on Obama’s campaign website blogs today alongside former vice-presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro’s remarks against Obama suggesting a feminist position against African-American rights.\textsuperscript{15}

The campaign between Obama and Clinton for the Democratic presidential nomination thus continues the false dichotomy between race and sex, forcing the candidates and their supporters into the box of choosing whether race or gender is more important.\textsuperscript{16} Gloria Steinem, in explaining her support of Clinton, said that “[g]ender is probably the most restricting force in American life.”\textsuperscript{17} Stephanie Tubbs Jones, an African-American representative from Ohio and national co-chair of the Clinton campaign, has defended her support of Clinton against pressure for all black leaders to support Obama.\textsuperscript{18} Other influential supporters, however, have chosen race as the more
definitive force. Oprah Winfrey has given her powerful backing to the Obama campaign. Feminist novelist Toni Morrison has endorsed Obama, despite her perceived support of the Clintons in the past.²⁰

This choice, however, is nothing new. The U.S. Supreme Court has waged the same debate for years, pondering whether gender discrimination rises to the level of mistreatment on the basis of race.²¹ The Justices (with the notable exception of Justice Ginsburg) have generally found gender to be less problematic than race. Accordingly, the Court has adopted a lower standard of scrutiny for gender-based laws, which has created a legal hierarchy of minority status with race at the top.²²

If history replays itself, opponents forced into this box will begin to resort to racist and sexist tropes. Stanton turned to racist stereotypes like the iconic Sambo in an attempt
to shock people out of their complacency and opposition to
women’s rights. Advocates for African-American rights, seeking
to avoid political interference with civil rights advancements,
portrayed women as fragile, emotional beings, decidedly out of
place in the public arena. Such claims are not so far from those
being hurled today. We hear Clinton is too emotional as she
cries on the eve of the New Hampshire primary, and not tough
enough to handle military crises.\textsuperscript{22} Onlookers shout sexist
comments at Clinton on the campaign trail, such as “Iron my
shirts.”\textsuperscript{23} Of Obama, we hear of his Muslim-sounding name, his
teenage drug experiences, and his connection with black power
movements.\textsuperscript{24} The candidates themselves have slipped into
stereotypical rhetoric. Obama has acknowledged his “habit” of
calling female reporters and supporters “sweetie.”\textsuperscript{25} Clinton
made her Martin Luther King-Lyndon Johnson remark suggesting
that black men lacked the power and authority to effectuate
meaningful political change.\textsuperscript{26} Once again, it seems our politicking is heading down the wrong path, ignoring the lessons to be learned from Stanton’s problematic rhetoric and lost legacy. Perhaps a kinder, gentler approach is warranted today.

Perhaps it is time for Michelle Obama to take the stage, or maybe Clinton-Obama together (or is that Obama-Clinton?).

2. U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 2. Section 2 states:

Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

Id. (emphasis added).


5. *Id.*


9. Recent scholarship, including my own, shows some renewed interest in Stanton’s work. See, e.g., Sue Davis, *The Political Thought of Elizabeth Cady Stanton* (2008); Tracy A. Thomas, *Elizabeth Cady Stanton and the Feminist Foundations of Family Law*.

10. It has also been suggested that Stanton may have had some internalized racial bias stemming from her upbringing, as her father, a New York jurist and lawyer, may have owned a slave, an African-American man named Peter Teabout who was the caregiver for Stanton and her sisters. Kathi Kern, *Mrs. Stanton’s Bible* 22-23 (2001).

THINKER 128 (Ellen Carol DuBois & Richard Candida Smith eds., 2007).

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Address to the Legislature of New York (Feb. 14 & 15, 1854), reprinted in 1 History of Woman Suffrage 595-605 (Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, & Matilda Joslyn Gage eds., 1970) (1881) (“[Y]ou place the negro, so unjustly degraded by you, in a superior position to your own wives and mothers. . . .”).


14. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Letter to the Editor, This is the Negro’s Hour, Nat’l Anti-Slavery Standard, Dec. 26, 1865, reprinted in 1 The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony: In the School of Anti-Slavery 564-65 (Ann D. Gordon ed., 1997).

16. See Maureen Dowd, *Duel of Historical Guilts*, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 5, 2008, at A23 (“People will have to choose which of America’s sins are greater, and which stain will have to be removed first. Is misogyny worse than racism, or is racism worse than misogyny?”).


20. See, e.g., Personnel Adm’r of Mass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256, 272-73 (1979) (stating in case upholding veterans’ employment preference that “[r]ace is the paradigm” and gender classifications are “not unlike those based upon race,” but nonetheless are subject to a lesser standard of intermediate judicial scrutiny); Caban v. Mohammad, 441 U.S. 380, 398 (1979) (Stewart, J., dissenting) (“Gender, like race, is a highly visible and immutable characteristic that has historically been the touchstone for pervasive but often subtle discrimination. Although the analogy to race is not perfect and the constitutional inquiry therefore somewhat different, . . .”); Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 688 (1973) (plurality opinion).
opinion) (finding that sex is an immutable trait the same as race and thus applying strict scrutiny to invalidate a military rule restricting husbands of female soldiers from qualifying for dependent medical and housing benefits).


26 Senator Clinton said in an interview on Fox News, “Dr. King’s dream began to be realized when President Lyndon Johnson passed
the Civil Rights Act. It took a president to get it done.”